In the Fraser phase-illusion [Popple & Sagi. Vision Research, 40 (2000) 873 -878] rows of Gabor patches appear tilted because successive elements are shifted in phase. We measured this bias in global orientation judgment, while varying the number of patches in each row, and their separation. We found that illusory tilt increases with the number of patches, at least up to ten patches for a separation of four carrier periods. This finding implies that the visual system is able to integrate information over large (\ 10°) strips of the central visual field. Our model shows that the tilt illusion might be the result of averaging the activity of oriented filters.
Introduction
A row of Gabor patches given successive phase shifts appears to tilt in the direction of the shifted phase (Fig. 1a) . Our preliminary data show that the amount of illusory tilt depends on the degree of phase shift between the elements, peaking at a quarter cycles phaseshift. Our modelling suggests two possible explanations for this effect: (1) a local mechanism tuned to quadrature phase shifts; (2) a global mechanism which takes the mean orientation of filter activity along the row. The global mechanism model predicts an increase in illusory tilt with increasing row length (Fig. 2) , whereas the local mechanism (being local) would not be influenced by row length beyond two patches. We tested this prediction by varying the number of patches in the row. Results are contrasted with the effect of row length in the Fraser illusion (Fig. 1b) .
Method
Stimuli, viewed binocularly by four trained observers, were 100% contrast (i.e. envelope amplitude 127 of 256 pixel values, with background= 128. Depending on phase, the entire range of pixel values was used), eight frame (110 ms) textures of 90°phase-shifted Gabor patches (u= 19.2%, i.e. f: 3 cpd, |= 13.6%, carrier orientation horizontal, see appendix), or elongated Gabor patches (same, but horizontally elongated and carrier orientation offset by 5°relative to the envelope orientation). Vertically, the texture was divided into three pairs of rows, with 96% intra-pair spacing and 124% inter-pair separation. Mitsubishi Diamond-pro21TX (1024× 1024 270 mm pixels) and Mitsubishi Diamond Scan 20H (960× 960 250 mm pixels) monitors (mean luminance about 30 cdm, viewed in ambient illumination from ceiling mounted neon strip-lights), driven by CRS VSG 3 graphics cards mounted on 586 Komputer PCs, both set to a frame-rate of 72 Hz, were viewed from 120 and 110 cm, respectively, such that each pixel subtended about 0.75 arcmin. We manipulated the length of each row (2-10 patches or row-heights), and the spacing between the patches (3 -5u). We used a method of constant stimuli to determine the amount of tilt required to null the illusory tilt (see Fig. 1 ). The observer indicated on each trial whether the pairs of rows tapered left or right. There were 20 presentations at each of 13 compensatory tilt steps of mean and spacing selected to suit each observer and condition. The direction of the illusion (left or right) was random. We plotted the frequency at which the observer indicated the row-pairs tapered in the true direction, rather than the illusory one, as a function of actual row tilt in this direction. This function was fitted by the solver algorithm on Microsoft Excel with a cumulative normal using Probit (Finney, 1971) . The mean or bias is a measure of illusory tilt.
Results
For each separation, illusory tilt in the phase illusion increased with increasing patch number (Fig. 3a) . Note the increase in the phase illusion when the number of patches increased from eight to ten at 4u separation. This indicates an effect of adding more patches at least up to 10°of visual angle. Illusory tilt declined with increasing separation between the patches. KL and JT had no significant bias when the separation between the patches was 5u. In contrast, the Fraser illusion declined in strength as the length of the rows was increased, except for JP who had a constant illusion of about 1° (  Fig. 3b) .
Discussion
Illusory tilt increases with increasing row length, as predicted if the phase illusion is the result of global orientation averaging. Why this is so can be seen by looking at the energy across orientations when the stimulus is convolved with oriented filters (Fig. 4a) . With two or more patches, the energy distribution is multimodal. The relative height of the peaks and troughs varies with the number of patches, with more weight given to the peaks as the number of patches increases. In contrast, in the Fraser illusion there is a single peak at the carrier orientation regardless of row length (Fig. 4b) . The fact the Fraser illusion declines or remains constant as row length increases shows that the increase in the phase illusion with increasing row length is not just a property of such tilt illusions in general.
Illusory tilt increases with decreasing patch separation. This is intuitively to be expected, because as separation decreases the imaginary line joining white with white (or black with black) bars between successive Gabor patches tilts at an increasing angle, making both peaks in the energy distribution further from zero orientation. We found we could quantitatively predict the results simply by filtering a stimulus row with different orientations of Gabor filters tuned to the spatial frequency of the patches (frequency bandwidth | x = 0.5u), then plotting the mean orientation in this population of filters, weighted by energy squared (Fig.  2) . The image was filtered at each degree of visual orientation and an energy sum obtained (− 89 to 89°, Fig. 4 ). All this information was used to obtain the weighted mean orientation (we did not attempt to extract the peaks). This is a simplistic way of analysing the stimulus which produces results similar to the human visual system, not an attempt to model the visual system. We tried different orientation bandwidths (| y = 0.5u to 5u) and our modelling suggests filters with an elongation of | y = 2u are required to detect the non-zero orientation energy at 5u separation.
The results show that information is integrated across 10°of visual angle to determine global orientation, with little or no hint of saturation. This is a consequence of the data and not our model, as there is no reason small bits of the image, which appear slightly tilted when seen alone, should add up to a more tilted whole. This integration may or may not be the result of orientation averaging. Recent publications have suggested that orientation averaging does, indeed, take place over large areas of visual space (Dakin & Watt, 1997; Morgan, Castet & Ward, 1998) . One possible mechanism underlying this process could be lateral interactions among neurones in the visual cortex (Polat & Tyler, 1999) . Morgan and Baldassi (1997) modelled the Fraser illusion with collector units which average the activity of local filters by selectively pooling units broadly tuned to the orientation of the collector, with an additional negative side-band. This model would not suffice to explain the spatial range of pooling suggested by our data, nor could several such collector units underlie the extended phase illusion as the value of tilt in each would be less than the global tilt we obtained. This is really a case where the whole is greater than the sum of the parts, in so far as the orientation signal in segments of each row is less than that in the whole, and there is no reason to suppose that these segment orientations should be combined additively. Collator units of length six to seven segments were proposed by Moulden (1994) , an estimate compatible with our results at 3u separation. Morgan, Mason and Baldassi (2000) questioned whether envelope extraction is a necessary prerequisite for precisely judging the orientation of elongated patches, and indeed our results are more easily understood in terms of a mechanism which operates directly on the linear (carrier) input.
Two intriguing aspects of the results cannot be accounted for by our model, without additional assumptions. Our model does not predict the earlier saturation of data at 3u separation than at 4u separation, which is seen in the data of three observers. This might be because of some limit on the range of orientations integrated, or because the physical proximity of the row ends when they are long limits the angle of illusory tilt that can be measured using our technique. Our model also does not explain the increased tilt in the Fraser illusion when the rows are shorter, indeed the Fraser illusion itself is not predicted by our model. We note, however, that this trend in the Fraser illusion can be modelled by convolving the orientation energy distribution with a Gaussian of standard deviation 0.5°, which is close to the observers' best measured orientation acuities.
Orientation averaging must be performed on a selected region of the image to produce illusory tiltclearly, averaging successive oppositely tilted rows together would give zero tilt. A number of processes might underlie such selection in these images. These include focal attention, contour formation, and grouping by orientation contrast. Our results might be explained by neural network models of these processes (e.g. Mesrobian & Skrzypek, 1995) , possibly incorporating dynamic orientation tuning (Ringach, Hawken & Shapley, 1997) . Illusory tilt might be used to explore the grouping processes which underlie orientation averaging.
